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Greece’s history is characterized
by the inevitable coexistence of

things, people and spaces that are
based on what has been. The

Cretan tile-houses (kalivia), the
Negroponte dome-houses (Agora)
and the Kerameikos slums are the
perennial elements that attest to

that coexistence. The type of
housing that, in the face of an

acute housing shortage and an
almost-total lack of planning, was
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devised and built from scratch by
thousands of poor Athenians in the

so-called Kerameikos area. The
word eidos, in the Greek language,

means both the type and the
essential characteristics of a thing.
It is used to denote the subjective

essence of something, as opposed
to the physical object. In modern

Greek, this word is synonymous to
ethos. Since the dawn of time,

people have tried to come up with
a solution for the housing

shortage. In the ancient world, the
most common solution adopted

was to construct a village for
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thousands of people in one area,
where they could build a single

dwelling for each family. The first
such villages, such as Sparta,

were conceived as a solution for
the plight of war-weary men,

permanently excluded from their
homes. The Kerameikos slums, or
Kera, originated as a military area,
selected because it was flat, and
because it commanded a good
view over the city f30f4ceada
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